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Eight Tips for Using
Technology To
Persuade a Jury
Getting a jury to pay attention to you is like trying to
get the kids unglued from their smartphones during
Thanksgiving at your relative’s house. To get their
focus away from Facebook/Twitter/Angry Birds, you
have to be darn compelling.
In many federal and state courtrooms, jurors now have a better
way of reviewing evidence — or seeing visual material during openings
and closings: LCD monitors or projection screens. Electronic image display
saves time and allows jurors to all view the same image at the same time.
Of course, if the monitors aren’t properly placed, the jurors could be
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looking down to see those images, in which case.
“I call it staring at foreheads,” says Fredric Lederer,
Chancellor Professor of Law and Director of the
Center for Legal & Court Technology at William &
Mary Law School. Lederer adds, “Traditionally, some
trial lawyers think the courtroom revolves around
them. It can be disconcerting if all the jurors are
looking down at their monitors, depriving counsel of
visual feedback.
Courtroom presentation technology is here
to stay. Not only do many federal courts have
projectors, screens and monitors, some city traffic
courts have the technology of a Star Trek episode.
However, there are state courts still relying on the
same technology from Brown v. Board of Education,
so it’s a good idea to check ahead of time. Try to visit
the courtroom a few days before trial to observe the
layout, lighting, location of plugs, etc. You might
even be able to look it up online. And, if you‘re
planning to use a computer or tablet to present
the case, test it to ensure compatibility with the
courtroom technology.

In an effort to educate all court participants
before trial, The Courtroom Information
Project at the William & Mary Law School
offers photographs and information on each
participating courtroom's available technology.
Visit www.courtroominformationproject.org.

However, knowing the technology is available
isn’t enough. It’s more important to know how to
use the technology. Here are best practices and tips
on how to use courtroom presentation technology in
your favor.
KEEP IT SIMPLE
An attorney coaching a witness might say, “Answer
the question as briefly as possible.” The same
principle applies when showing evidence to the
jury. “Humans can get distracted by the littlest
detail, and if that detail isn’t relevant to the case,
it can distract a jury member,” says Lederer. He
cited a mock trial in which a juror explained why
he didn’t trust the prosecution’s story in a plane
crash scenario. Graphic designs of the aircraft were
livened up with some scenery that included a lake.
Because the crash site was in the Las Vegas area,
the juror immediately discounted the prosecution
and dismissed all other evidence, as he believed
that no lake could exist in the desert terrain. When
designing a graphic for the jury, include only
the relevant images. Resist the urge to spruce it
up. Keith R. Dutill agrees. Author of Leveraging
Technology To Win at Trial and a partner at Stradley
Ronon Stevens & Young, Dutill adds, "The best
visuals in opening and closing statements are often
images or single words to short phrases. Putting
endless bullet points on slides, then reading those
slides to the jury is worse than using no visuals
at all."

DON’T BLOCK THE EVIDENCE
When doing a call-out — emphasizing part of an exhibit
electronically — don’t accidentally block part of it without
explanation.” Professor Lederer cited another trial at
the McGlothin Courtroom where a juror was visibly
bothered because she felt one side was trying to cover
up something. It turns out she was right. One exhibit was
a document. The prosecution wanted to highlight one
paragraph, so they enlarged it and placed it high on the
screen. The juror explained, correctly, that in highlighting
one part of the document, they were blocking another
part, which she felt was important.
REMEMBER THE BLACK SLIDE
Watch any classic trial movie, such as “To Kill a
Mockingbird,” and you’ll see attorneys putting on an
oratorical show to a mesmerized jury. If you want a jury to
look at you instead of their monitors during your closing
argument, you need a black slide in your presentation;
otherwise, you’ll be looking at the dreaded 12 foreheads.
HAVE A BACKUP
While we’re on the subject of courtroom movies,
remember the classic scene where the avuncular
defense attorney has a heart attack in the midst of his
closing arguments, leaving the team scrambling for a
replacement? Of course not — in Hollywood movies,
nothing goes wrong. However, you need to be prepared.
It’s a good idea to bring a spare laptop and light
projector, to have all your data on a USB stick, and to
bring paper copies of everything.
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FOCUS ON WHAT YOU HAVE TO PROVE
Patrick Muscat teaches visual trial courses at two
Detroit-area law schools and lectures about this topic
nationwide. He advocates for the use of technology
to go over jury instructions during argument. "An
advocate can display instructions to the jury and
highlight how the evidence from the case meets
and/or surpasses the elements found in the jury
instruction." However, Muscat cautions against using
visuals as analogies for legal theories. "No visual that
explains reasonable doubt to a jury will be upheld by
an Appellate Court. You are just asking for trouble if
you try to create one."
USE BOTH LINEAR AND NONLINEAR
SOFTWARE
Muscat also suggests using a "visual trial style"
with linear trial software for opening and closing
arguments. Begin with a tightly controlled
presentation that highlights key points of your
opening, and highlight the strongest portions of
your case in the closing. Upon direct or crossexamination, use nonlinear litigation software,
which allows you to publish exhibits in any order, at
any time.

about it. Real-time callouts and document highlights
enable the lawyer to control the presentation, focus
the jury’s attention and keep things moving."
BRING ON THE EMOTION
The rebuttal is all about passion, so that is the time
to limit reliance on technology, notes Patrick Muscat.
The logic portion of the program has concluded,
and now it's time to pour on the emotion. If you
absolutely need a visual aid, just bring up exhibits
you've already used.

A (Possible) History of Tech in the Courtroom
No one really knows for sure when the first trial featuring high-technology happened.
Fredric Lederer, director of the Center for Legal & Court Technology, tells us he once
heard of an asbestos trial in the 1980s where both attorneys persuaded the judge to let
all visual evidence be shown on computer monitors. Keep in mind these were the big
CRT monitors, which were probably 15 inches diagonal at the most. Before the trial’s
end, the federal district judge summoned both attorneys to the bench to let them know
he really enjoyed seeing all the evidence on the monitors, saying: “You’re leaving them
here for the next trial, right?” The reply was a unanimous, “Yes, your honor.”

DON'T STOP THE SHOW, EVEN FOR A
WITNESS
Keith Dutill believes in choreographing graphics
even while a witness is testifying. "The jury wants
to see the document while the witness is testifying
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TRENDS TO WATCH
One new trend is the use of iPads and tablets in the courtroom. Muscat says,
“Since they’re more portable, we’re seeing a high adoption rate among lawyers."
In addition, he notes the next generation of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi technology
is here, allowing laptops and tablets to connect to monitors and projectors
wirelessly. "The idea is to walk into court with just your tablet and sync up to the
court's equipment so you can display your work."
Keith Dutill concurs:
"In September 2014, I tried a case entirely from my iPad. Every exhibit and
video excerpt was preloaded; I pulled up what I needed on the fly and
projected it onto the screens in the courtroom. I had callouts, highlighting,
etc. right on the screen. The iPad gave me total control over the timing and
presentation of the evidence, plus the ability to focus the juror’s attention
without stumbling around with large boards. Coupled with Apple TV, the iPad
also enables a lawyer to move around the courtroom and examine witnesses
without being tied to the podium. I have a strong preference for managing
the visuals myself instead of directing a trial technology specialist at the
counsel table, and a tablet is the best tool for trying a case in that manner."

The Best in High-Tech Facilities
The McGlothlin Courtroom, arguably the most technologically
advanced courtroom in the world, is at the William & Mary Law
School in Williamsburg, VA. The McGlothlin Courtroom serves
as a lab for the latest advancements in courtroom and legal
technology, and it is helping train the next generation of techsavvy attorneys. This fully functional courtroom is equipped
for videoconferencing and employs the latest generation of
court reporting technology, including the ability to publish realtime transcription to the Internet. It also emphasizes assistive
technology for those with difficulties in seeing, moving or
hearing. They continuously upgrade equipment and platforms
to stay on the cutting-edge of emerging trends. In addition, the
Center for Legal & Court Technology, also at William & Mary,
offers courtroom and courtroom technology design for clients
worldwide as well as training for lawyers on how to effectively
use courtroom technology at trial.

You might want to know that the United States District Court in Philadelphia
is using tablets for the jurors to see evidence during trial. In April, the Center for
Legal & Court Technology tried an experimental (simulated) case in which counsel
presented evidence from phones and tablets, one counsel used Google Glass for
notes, counsel texted objections to the judge, and jurors viewed evidence on
tablets. Judge Fogel, Director of the Federal Judicial Center, presided.
Jurors don’t care about whether you're lugging around a five-year-old laptop
or a solar-powered tablet, only that the end result is a clear, compelling story.
Daniel Kahneman, in his number one applied psychology bestseller, Thinking Fast
and Slow, argues that “It is the consistency of the information that matters for a
good story, not its completeness.” Knowing effective ways to deploy the latest
technology makes it easier than ever to tell these stories.
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